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INTRODUCTION 
 
Continuous evaluation of the technical condition 
of building structures located on hazardous 
facilities is critically important for providing 
their smooth and trouble-free operation. One of 
the perspective method of conducting periodic 
conditional monitoring is an acoustic emission 
method (AE) [1]. It is a common knowledge that 
the acoustic emission signal emits in the 
material under the process of its deformation or 
destruction. Meanwhile, the AE signal 
parameters correlate with evolution dynamics of 
the defects that are developing during the 
operation of the facility [2].  In this regard, the 
problem of developing a decision support 
system (DSS) based on AE data, which allows 
identifying the appearance of operating defects 
in the structure of the construction material in 
real time and classifying defects by hazard 
classes, seems urgent. According to the 
regulatory document [3], the condition of the 
defect can be described by one of the four 
hazard classes: 
1) The I class source corresponds to non-
hazardous defect 
2) The II class source is an evolving defect, 
moderately hazardous. 
3) The III class source corresponds to critically 
hazardous evolving defect 
4) The IV class source is catastrophically 
hazardous defect. 
Common systems of AE data processing are 
primarily based on the analysis of integral 
parameters of AE flow such as mean or peak 
amplitude, the oscillation number, signal 
duration, MARSE (the area under the AE signal 
envelope higher than the amplitude 
discrimination threshold) and are suitable in the 
conditions of threshold data acquisition. Such 
approaches also include the wavelet-analysis of 
AE data [4]. These methods have weak noise 
immunity and which leads to their low efficiency 
under the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) < 1. 
Authors of paper [5] propose to estimate the 
hazard class of the defect by utilizing k-means 
algorithm. One of the main disadvantage of this 

method is the requirement of determining the 
number of clusters before the calculation. 
Furthermore, this approach based on the 
estimation of the data of current measurement 
and as a result, it does not consider the evolution 
of the defect. 
The authors of the approach described in the 
article [6] propose to calculate periodic statistics 
on a set of integral time and frequency diagnostic 
parameters, such as amplitude, duration, energy, 
signal rise time, average frequency, peak power, 
etc. By the calculated statistics they determine and 
measure the distances between two classes, one of 
which is a reference (its characteristics obtained 
during pilot operation), and the other corresponds 
to monitoring data [6]. This approach is the most 
promising of presented, as it allows detecting 
defect in the controlled facility. Nevertheless, the 
main drawback of the method proposed in paper is 
that the comparison between the two classes by 
calculating distance metrics does not allow to 
determine the hazard class of the defect. 
This study presents an innovative approach of 
building an effective decision support system 
that provides reliable detection of evolving 
defects. Within the framework of the approach, 
we describe a method that allows detecting the 
moments of transition of operational defects 
arising in the construction facility to the stage of 
a hazardous developing defect and a critically 
hazardous developing defect. 
It is further noted that proposed method is an 
integral part of a comprehensive methodology for 
developing a decision support system for detecting 
operational defects in construction structures and 
assessing their hazard class. Other aspects of the 
implementation of the methodology related to 
algorithms for preprocessing measurement data, 
methods for extracting diagnostic features and 
reducing the dimension of the feature space, as 
well as training DSS, are described in [7, 8]. 
 
 
1. METHODS 
 
The proposed method of the defect’s hazard 
class determination is based on a multi-criteria 
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assessment of diagnostic features extracted from 
acoustic emission time series, which are 
acquired during the non-destructive testing. This 
assessment is a combination of necessary and 
sufficient conditions, the simultaneous 
satisfaction of which allows to detect a defect in 
the structure and to determine its hazard class. A 
distinctive characteristic of the proposed method 
is the ability to take into account the evolution 
of defects over time by analyzing their 
diagnostic features, which are calculated in the 
sliding time-domain windows [8]. Meanwhile, 
the analysis of multiple consecutive 
measurements data collected within different 
intervals of time provides trends identification in 
diagnostic feature values changes. 
In order to improve the accuracy of detecting 
developing defects in conditions of random non-
stationary noise, we also propose an original 
algorithm based on processing a series of 
measurements by means of a multi-criteria 
assessment of the defect hazard class.  
Figures/Tables should be centred within the 
page width and numbered sequentially. 
Figures/Tables should be numbered separately. 
Multiple figures should be referred  
using letters (e.g. Fig. 1a or 1b). 
A set of k consecutive measurements of a given 
length forms a series of measurements. The 
measurements are grouped in series by applying 
a sliding window with overlap. Accordingly, the 
series is formed from k - 1 measurements related 
to the previous series, and one new 
measurement. Each series consists of a set of 
diagnostic feature matrices, which represent 
statistical parameters of acoustic emission time 
series obtained during preprocessing [9] and the 
feature extraction procedure [7]. This approach 
allows to ensure resistance to possible prolonged 
non-stationary interference and thereby 
protecting against false alarms of the DSS. 
The proposed method for identifying the 
evolution of the hazard class of a defect in the 
object of control is based on two criteria: 
1) Necessary - a criterion of clusters number 
changing that corresponds to defects with 
different hazard classes. 

2) Sufficient - a criterion for the activity of 
acoustic emission, determined by the results of 
detecting anomalies in the diagnostic feature 
space. 
Let  – diagnostic feature matrix of i -th 
measurement, while k – the number of 
measurements forming a series. Then =

{ … }  is a diagnostic feature series per 
time interval ( ; )i k i . Consider two cases. 
1) The defect is initially absent or is not in 
evolving condition (I-class).  
Then the necessary condition of existence of the 
hazardous evolving defect in the inspecting 
structure is: 
 

   ( ( ) > 1) ( ( ) >

( ) … ( ))                       (1) 
 
where ( ) – the number of clusters 
calculated from diagnostic feature matrix  of i
-th measurement. This condition should fulfil for 
any matrices of diagnostic features, collected 
during measurements … . The method of 
cluster number estimation will be considered 
further in this paper. 
We formulate the sufficient condition as 
follows: 
 
             <  ( ) <           (2) 
 
where ( ) – activity coefficient of 
measurement i,  – the threshold value of 
activity coefficient for moderately hazardous 
defect,  – the threshold of the activity 
coefficient for the critically hazardous defect.  
2) The defect initially exists and corresponds to 
moderately hazardous evolving defect (II-class). 
Then the necessary condition of the defect 
transition to a critically hazardous class is: 
 

    ( ( ) > 2) ( ( ) >

( ) … ( ))                       (3) 
 
while the sufficient condition is formulated as 
follows: 
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Now we consider the methods of criteria values 
calculation ( ), ( ) and in detail. 
 
1.1. The method calculation the cluster 
number ( ). 
Determining the hazard class of a defect requires 
studying the data on the evolution of AE 
diagnostic features. AE events obtained from a 
defect of the same hazard class form a cluster. 
Meanwhile, the number of clusters increases 
when the defect hazard class changes [7]. Based 
on this statement, in formulas (1), (3), we 
formualte a criterion of changing the number of 
clusters by comparing the number of clusters in 
diagnostic feature matrices of a sequential set of 
measurements (series). There are several ways 
to determine the number of clusters ( ). 
Most of them are related to the calculation of 
metrics based on intracluster and intercluster 
distances in the space of diagnostic features, in 
particular the criterion of Calinski-Harabasz, 
Davies-Bouldin and Silhouette [10]. However, 
these criteria often lead to erroneous results, 
especially for convex clusters. Recently, there 
has been a growing interest in approaches based 
on visual assessment of clusters [11]. By 
translating the unmarked data into an image of n 
x n size, where the objects are ordered in such a 
way as to simplify the identification of a 
potential cluster structure in the data. 
Meanwhile, each pixel in the image corresponds 
to the degree of difference between pairs of 
objects [11]. This image highlights potential 
clusters as "dark blocks" along the diagonal axis 
of the image, corresponding to sets of objects 
with a low degree of difference. 
As part of this paper, we propose a modified 
algorithm for determining the number of clusters 
based on the clustering visual representation 
algorithm (VAT) [11]. The VAT algorithm 
maps the difference matrix D as a grayscale 
image, each element of which corresponds to the 
value of the difference metric dij  between 
objects oi and. At the same time, if the object oi  
belongs to a certain cluster, then it is a part of a 

submatrix with small values of the difference 
metric, i.e. it belongs to one of the "dark blocks" 
on the diagonal of the corresponding image. We 
propose to determine the number of "dark 
blocks" as follows: 
1) Segmentation of the matrix image D 
Due to the fact that information about the cluster 
data structure is displayed in the dark blocks of 
the difference matrix image, an important step of 
the algorithm is threshold image processing. The 
histogram of the matrix D has multiple modes, 
meanwhile the first mode corresponds to the 
average value of intracluster distances. 
In order to identify the binarization threshold we 
utilize a combination of Otsu algorithms. The 
Otsu algorithm maximizes the intercluster 
variance. It is based on the assumption that all 
pixels on the image belong to two classes. 
However, the image of the difference matrix D 
contains blurred boundaries of dark blocks. In 
such case the algorithm cannot correctly identify 
the threshold value. To identify and suppress 
noise objects in the image, we propose to use the 
multi-threshold Otsu method [12]. After noise 
objects are suppressed, the standard image 
binarization method is used, which converts the 
original image to a binary one, where the pixel 
value on the image is equal to 1, if it is greater 
than the threshold in grayscale, otherwise it is 
equal to 0. 
2) Projecting the image onto the main diagonal 
In order to obtain a more informative image that 
allows to clearly distinguish the structure of the 
"dark blocks", it is necessary to consider the pixel 
values along the main diagonal of the image. As 
part of this work, it is proposed to project an image 
onto the main diagonal by summing the pixel 
intensity values along the diagonal of the image. 
However, the original binary image may have 
residual noise. In order to minimize the effect of 
residual noise on the result of counting the number 
of clusters, it is necessary to convert the binary 
image obtained in the previous step into such a 
representation that the value of each pixel of the 
resulting image is the distance from this pixel to 
the nearest non-zero pixels in the binary image. 
This representation is called Distance Transform 
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[13]. The conversion of distances together with the 
projection on the main diagonal gives a more 
visual representation of the VAT image and allows 
to translate it into a one-dimensional signal. Thus, 
it is possible to define the number of clusters as the 
number of peaks on a one-dimensional signal. 
3) Determination of the number of peaks on a 
one-dimensional diagonal projection signal 
In this paper, we propose to utilize a first-order 
derivative to detect peaks in the signal. However, 
this approach should be used in combination with 
smoothing methods in order to reduce the 
likelihood of false positives. There are several 
ways to smooth the original signal. One of the 
most frequently used is the moving average [13]. 
Its main disadvantage is that averaging can lead 
to significant losses in the informative component 
of the original signal, which in turn will not allow 
to identify the appearance of a new cluster that 
corresponds to an evolving defect. In this paper, 
we propose to utilize a linear interpolation 
between the local maxima of the original signal. 
This method allows reaching required level of 
smoothing without losses in the informative 
component of original signal. 
 
1.2. The method of calculation the activity 
coefficient ( ) 
The acoustic emission activity coefficient [14] 
allows to determine the presence of long-term 
trends in acoustic emission data. Therefore, it can 
serve as a criterion for detecting defects. The 
activity coefficient is calculated based on the 
results of the anomaly detection method proposed 
in [8], which consists in determining the optimal 
position of the separating hyperplane between 
"normal" events and "anomalies". In the context 
of this work, abnormal events include AE signals 
emitted by defects of hazard classes II and III 
during monitoring. Normal events include hazard 
class I events, as well as various types of 
interference detected during pilot operation. In 
current paper, we propose to define the activity 
coefficient as the ratio of the number of abnormal 
events to the total number of AE events received 
per unit of time.  

Comparison of the activity coefficient with the 
reference threshold values allows us to determine 
the moment of transition of the object to hazard 
classes II and III (2), (4). The threshold values for 
defects of class II and III are specific for each 
construction facility and require clarification at 
the stage of pilot operation. 

 
 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Fig. 1 demonstrates the fragments of 
experimental AE time series obtained during the 
non-destructive testing of oil reservoir located in 
Norilsk. We can see from the fig. 1 that the 
amplitude of AE signals increase with the 
growth of the hazard class. The data acquisition 
was conducted by the means of non-threshold 
AE collection method and the AE sensors with 
the sampling frequency of 2.5MHz. The 
preliminary processing was carried out by 
extracting diagnostic features utilizing method 
proposed in [7]. A set of calculated diagnostic 
feature matrices applied further for this research 
and was a source data for the verification of the 
methods proposed in current paper.  
Fig. 2(a, b) contain the comparison of proposed 
criterion of cluster number determination with the 
known criterion Davies-Bouldin, based on 
intracluster distances calculation. Fig. 2b 
demonstrates computation graphs of optimal 
cluster number via Davies-Bouldin criterion 
utilizing three methods of cluster analysis: k-
means, hierarchical clustering and Gaussian 
mixture distribution. The figure shows that the 
quality of the results of the proposed method does 
not depend on the type of clustering algorithm, it 
is based on image analysis of the cluster data 
structure, while the Davis-Boldin index changes 
significantly when using various methods of 
cluster analysis. The effectiveness of the 
proposed criterion for evaluating cluster changes 
was confirmed by the presence of peaks on the 
first-order derivative of the one-dimensional 
image projection of cluster structure in Fig. 2a. 
Thus, the proposed criterion has the high 
sensitivity to detecting the moments of 
occurrence of evolving defects. 
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Fig. 3 shows the results of calculating the 
proposed criterion for changing the activity 
coefficient of acoustic emission. It follows from 
the figure that at the moment of defect state 
transition to a higher hazard class, the activity of 
acoustic emission increases significantly. In the 
intervals between the transition moments, the 
activity coefficient fluctuates around the average 

value with a small variance. The level of 
threshold values was chosen based on the 
median value of the activity coefficient for 
defects of the second and third hazard classes 
identified during pilot operation. For the second 
hazard class, the threshold value was 0.01, for 
the third – 0.27 

 
Figure 3. -  
 
 

CONCLUSION 
1) The paper presented an approach for 
developing a DSS that identifies the defect and 
determines its hazard class based on a multi-
criteria assessment of diagnostic features 
extracted from the acoustic emission time series 
that are obtained during the diagnostics of 
construction structures. 
2) We propose to utilize a set of two criteria that 
form the necessary and sufficient conditions 
under which it is possible to detect moderately 
hazardous and critically hazardous evolving 
defects in the construction facilities. They 
include a criterion for changing the number of 
clusters and a criterion for changing the acoustic 
emission activity. 
3) We described the original method of applying 
the proposed criteria, which is based on the 
process of grouping single consecutive 
measurements in a series by using a sliding 
window with overlaps. The proposed approach 
provides protection against false positives in the 
presence of stationary long-term noise of 

various nature occurring during the condition 
monitoring. 
4) The verification of the proposed method was 
conducted on real construction of oil and gas 
facilities – vertical steel tank containing a 
defective weld.  
5) Based on a numerical comparison of the 
results with prior known defects hazard classes 
it was verified that the proposed method allows 
to effectively determine the hazard class of 
evolving defects in construction facilities and 
detect the processes of their evolution. 
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF WINTER CONCRETING OF 
MONOLITHIC FRAME STRUCTURES WITH SUBSTANTIATION 

OF HEAT TREATMENT MODES BY SOLUTIONS OF THE 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

OBTAINED BY THE METHOD OF GROUP ANALYSIS 
 

Alexander A. Lazarev 
Novosibirsk State University of Architecture and Civil Engineering (Sibstrin), Novosibirsk, RUSSIA 

 
Abstract. An innovative method for calculating thermal fields inside monolithic structures has been developed, 
based on the use and analysis of nonlinear differential equations. The innovativeness of the method lies in the 
approach to the analysis of nonlinear physical processes using nonlinear differential equations. Thanks to the 
method of group analysis, 13 expressions are obtained from complex mathematical equations, which are easy to 
use and depend on several empirical coefficients. It is assumed that this calculation method is a priori more accu-
rate than the existing ones, as well as available to people at a construction site without higher mathematical educa-
tion, which makes it a priority for research. The applicability of this method must be proven by linking empirical 
coefficients and variables to the conditions of the experiments, while obtaining reliable data that will turn out to 
be more accurate than the existing calculation methods. This article demonstrates a systematic approach to estab-
lishing the suitability of using the method of group analysis of differential equations for problems of winter con-
creting on the basis of laboratory experiments under stationary conditions. The equations were subject to verifica-
tion, which, according to the physical description, correspond to the real conditions of the course of thermal pro-
cesses inside monolithic structures. Based on the obtained processing results, it was decided that it was necessary 
to further study the innovative method in the conditions of the construction site, but only for some expressions 
that showed the best results at the stage of laboratory tests. 
 

Keywords: Winter concreting, group analysis method, differential equation, experiment, laboratory tests. 
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